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Here is what a course looks like after you search for courses using the “Find Courses” tab on
Self-Service.

● Highlighted Under the Course Heading is the Course Code

● Highlighted Under the Session Heading is the Period

● Highlighted under “AUC” Heading is the AUC credit that the course covers

● Highlighted underneath the Schedule Heading is when the course takes place

● Highlighted underneath the Available Seats heading are the available seats left for the
course. For example, 1 of 29 means that there is only one spot for a student left in the
course.

○ If the course is filled the green open book beside the course code becomes red.
This means that the course is closed and in order to get into the course, a
professor will have to let you in from a waitlist. This can sometimes be tricky
because sometimes professors stick to maximum occupancy for their courses. If
you are not let off the waitlist, you should have a back-up course to put in that
course’s spot.
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Above is the course description. This gives you a general description of what is covered in the
course. You can get this course description by clicking on the course code and section beneath
the course listed after searching the course. (highlighted below)

Tips when Registering for Courses:

● Always look for prerequisites.
○ Prerequisites mean that you must have taken another course prior to taking this

course.
○ Example: You must take BI101 before taking BI102.

● Always look for corequisites:
○ This means that an additional course must be taken alongside the course you are

registering for. This is common for classes that have lab components.

● Credit Types:
○ The credits listed here can contain the AUC (Arcadia Undergraduate Curriculum)

requirements that this course covers.
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